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ABSTRACT
Developing the expert system (ES) using conventional programming languages is a very tedious task. Therefore, it is often surprising that tools have been developed that can support the knowledge engineer. Separate tools now exist to support the knowledge acquisition and to support the implementation.

Fuzzy set theory is used to capture imprecision in inputs and outputs of models, and fuzzy expert systems are used as a method of reasoning with imprecision. Fuzzy expert systems permit handling uncertainties, ambiguities, and contradictions in the knowledge.

In this research, a tool is proposed for development of web-based expert systems and utilizes fuzzy logic and semantic web technology which permits the knowledge engineer and domain expert to define the knowledge without having to know anything about programming languages and AI.

The knowledge can be conceptualized using WordNet. The tool can induce new rules based on the semantic similarity of the concepts using WordNet.

During acquiring the knowledge by a proposed tool using domain expert, the fuzzification process can be performed for values of in the acquired knowledge, then, the fuzzy inference can be initiated that has derivation of the control outputs based on the calculated fire strength and the defined fuzzy sets for each output variable in the consequent part of each rule. Finally, defuzzification is performed that involves weighting and combining a number of fuzzy sets resulting from the fuzzy inference process in a calculation, which gives a single crisp value for each output.

Using a proposed tool, the Web-based fuzzy expert system can be developed simply and takes short time and effort. The proposed tool is evaluated by using the diagnosis domain of air pollution diseases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An expert system is a computer program that represents and reasons with knowledge of a specified subject with a view to solving problems directly or giving advice. The existing expert systems architecture supports only knowledge base and only on standalone systems. They do not allow defining explicitly the semantics of the underlying knowledge and they are not able to deal with imprecision and vagueness [1]. Expert systems have provided solutions to different problems in companies, from strategic planning of marketing to consulting in process reengineering [2].

The architecture of an expert system [8] is shown in Figure 1.

The Internet offers an ever-expanding set of capabilities and Web-based ES is capable of offering much more than traditional ES [4]. However, the literature appears to offer contradictory pictures on the current status of Web-based ES in practice. Grove (2000) [3] provides some examples of Web-based ES in industry, medicine, science and government and claims that “there are now a large number of ES available on the Internet”. Grove (2000) argued that there are several factors that make the Internet, by contrast to stand-alone platforms, an ideal base for Knowledge Based System (KBS) delivery [4].

Web based expert systems WBES [5] have several factors that make the platforms, by contrast to stand-alone platforms, an ideal base for KBS (knowledge based system) delivery. These factors include [3]: the Internet is readily accessible, Web-browsers provide a common multimedia interface, several Internet compatible tools for KBS development are available, Internet-based applications are inherently portable, and emerging protocols support co-operation among KBS. The architecture of WBES [6] is based on the traditional expert system technology with an integration of web technology at various modules of the system. The organic design of traditional expert system architecture has been adapted to Internet use by incorporating client-server architecture and web browser-based interfaces [7].

Lotfi A. Zadeh in [9], proposed a theory of fuzzy sets and an associated logic, namely fuzzy logic. Essentially, a fuzzy set is a set whose members may have degrees of membership between 0 and 1, as opposed to classical sets where each element must have either 0 or 1 as the membership degree; if 0, the element is completely outside the set; if 1, the element is completely in the set.

Fuzzy expert systems (FES) [10] use fuzzy logic instead of classical Boolean logic and collection of membership functions and rules that are used for reasoning about data. They are oriented towards numerical processing and handle uncertain or imprecise information. A fuzzy expert system is an expert system, which consists of fuzzification [11, 31, 32], inference, knowledge base and defuzzification [11, 31, 32] subsystems (as shown in figure 2), and uses fuzzy logic to
reason about data in the inference mechanism. While inference module consists of a set of cooperating programs that execute procedural component of expert system, knowledge base and base of facts represents passive data structures. Knowledge engineer collects knowledge from domain expert and transfers it into production rules and creates knowledge base.

A major criterion for classifying a tool [14] in any of these categories is the type(s) of knowledge representation [42] supported. Knowledge-representation facilities may cover an entire spectrum, including production rules, special rules, frames, object-oriented facilities, etc. Knowledge-engineering environments usually support most of these facilities.

The proposed tool will facilitates the simple and fast creation and exploitation of web-based expert systems which are accessible via web browsers as well as mobile devices. Additionally, the tool makes it possible to analyze information collected in different sessions. This tool can provide the semantic data to the facts in the knowledge and represent the knowledge in the ontological format [26].

The tool enables the knowledge engineer to insert and update the knowledge simply and in short time. To ensure the knowledge acquired and inferred, it must be verified and validated using domain expert.

The tool creates the fuzzy inference engine and web-based user interface. These components are considered to develop the web-Based expert system. A fuzzy expert system uses pre-defined fuzzy rules to imitate the verbal expression and the think process of human beings to solve the decision-making problems. It has been applied widely in many fields with successful applications.

2. RELATED WORK

In [2], authors have presented a framework oriented to the development of web-based expert systems by people with no knowledge or experience of AI. Compared with business technologies, the proposed framework is based on a development tool that simple to use with the objective of allowing domain experts themselves to create expert systems. Furthermore, it allows the created expert systems to be accessible through browsers on conventional PCs as well as through mobile devices.

Kumar and Mishra have discussed and explained the various domains for WBESs in [6]. They summarized and provided observations on few of the representative WBESs in Engineering, Management, Medicine, Education, Agriculture, Finance, and Tourism domains. Observations and comparisons on the different factors like knowledge representation, inference, user interface, use of various web services-related processes, and applications have been tabulated for WBESs of each domain.

In [15], the earthquake disaster management planning in the practical problems used OWL DL to describe the state and characteristics information of the earthquake. On this basis, by introduction of logical reasoning, the authors gave an earthquake rescue planning process on case-based case database and knowledge database. They made full use of existing domain knowledge to support decision-making personnel rescue program for improving the efficiency of case retrieval, and optimize the rescue program has played a positive role.

Prela, Gamberger, and Jovic described the utilization of OWL in medical expert systems applications in [16]. They presented the descriptive ontology constructed for the heart failure domain and then analyze the possibility to include also procedural knowledge in the same ontological representation. Finally, based on experiments with real application they compared rule based reasoning with ontological reasoning for the procedural type of the knowledge.
Sahin, Tolun and Hassanpour in [17] have surveyed several recent publications around the intersection of neural networks, expert systems domains and specifically concentrated on recent trends in hybrid expert system development. The review papers were evaluated with respect to Hybrid Expert System structure approaches, algorithms, application categories and building/implementation tools.

Dunstan in [18] has described the method that generates web-based expert systems from XML descriptions of the knowledge domain. The method relies on an XML parser which converts domain knowledge into Prolog code. Web pages dynamically interpret the code to provide expert system responses to the user. A case study was developed which showed that university course rules could be expressed in XML format, and directly converted into Prolog code. The XML parser can also generate course-specific HTML and CGI files as components in a course-specific web-based enrollment guide.

Chitra, Ahmad and Mahsa addressed the TKT-OAV tool for construction of new unique knowledge base in knowledge-based systems in [19]. The major objective of this work was to design an user friendly tool to construct a knowledge base which knowledge present in semantic network or frame knowledge representation techniques easily and transform the knowledge of any expert system to the unique knowledge representation technique, Ex-OAV KB. This tool could help the knowledge engineer to validate and verify all knowledge base, based on different knowledge representation techniques in expert systems.

The design and development of a web based expert system shell and its role in developing an Intelligent Fault Diagnosis and Control Paradigm (IFDCP) package for power system equipment is presented in [20]. A brief description of expert system architecture and issues involved in developing a web based expert system shell and the technology used is discussed. The concept of designing a web based expert system with a user friendly GUI is also discussed. The application of the shell to develop the package IFDCP for fault diagnosis and control of general power system equipment which provides online help for diagnosing faults of electrical power equipment and clearing them is discussed in detail in the paper. The package deals with data collected from an electrical factory in Visakhapatnam for Transformers, DC Motors, AC Motors and Street Lamps.

The authors in [21] introduced the definitions and introductory concepts of fuzzy logic and fuzzy decision making and some implemented examples of such systems were presented. A web based student consulting expert system was proposed and its capability in enhancing the consulting process has been shown in [21].

In [22], authors presented a Propositional Dynamic Logic PDL framework for reasoning with fuzzy qualitative movement which enables us to manage both qualitative and quantitative information, and consequently, to obtain more accurate results. Some of the advantages of PDL have been exploited and explained on the basis of some real examples from the literature, such as the use of programming commands as while...do and repeat...until, which enrich the expressivity or our approach.

The overall goal of the research reported in [23] was to develop a decision support tool to interpret predicted air and dew point temperatures and observed current wind conditions as frost and freeze event warnings related to blueberries and peaches for the subsequent 12-h period for any of the AEMN locations in Georgia. The specific objectives were: (1) to develop an expert system using fuzzy rules which encompasses the knowledge of expert agrometeorologists' published literature related to frost and freeze, (2) to verify the performance of the fuzzy expert system using additional weather scenarios not used in model development, and (3) to develop a web-based graphical user interface for disseminating the information to producers across the state of Georgia.

In the study [24], authors presented a Fuzzy Expert System for the diagnosis of having high blood pressure called hypertension. Although there are few methods using artificial intelligence technique for the diagnosis, not many researchers use the Fuzzy Expert System (FES) to diagnose and treat this disease. Authors explored the advantages using FES and it is expected that their system also can be used by medical students for training purposes. As laboratory data, blood pressure, BMI, age, heart rate and life-style of the patient are used. Using this data and help from an expert doctor, the fuzzy rules to determine the risk factor of having high blood pressure are developed. The developed system is expected to give the user the patient possibility ratio of the hypertension.

In [25], a multi-criteria Expert system based on Fuzzy logic for selecting the best supplier was developed. The motive of this work is that if the right supplier was selected, significant save in costs of purchasing processes. Moreover, the competitive advantage of the company would be improved too. When it is not possible to express performance values in numerical formats, using linguistic variables would be very effective and helpful. Expert system (ES) was developed to automate the supplier evaluation and selection processes. The ES replaces the intuitive and non-quantifiable methods employed by human decision makers with a systematic, consistent approach through the use of management science and operations research models.

3. THE DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED TOOL

For the creation of the semantic and fuzzy expert systems, an expert system tool can be used, which allow experts and knowledge engineers to create these systems and that users use the same. Questions are suggested for the user, who answers them and the final results are shown on screen.

This work aims at implementing a Web-based tool which allows the construction and development of an expert system based on Web. This tool allows the creation of fuzzy expert system using rule-based representation of knowledge. The knowledge, that is facts and rules, is represented firstly in XML format [5, 27, 30]. The tool uses the ontology; that is WordNet [28, 29], to add semantics to the facts, and then the knowledge is represented in ontological format as XML.

The proposed tool accepts numbers as input, and then translates the input numbers into linguistic terms such as slow, medium, and fast (fuzzification). Rules then map the input linguistic terms onto similar linguistic terms describing the output. Finally, the output linguistic terms are translated into an output number (defuzzification). The syntax of the rules is convenient for control purposes, but much too restrictive for fuzzy reasoning; defuzzification and defuzzification are automatic and inescapable.

The proposed tool has four stages during building the knowledge base:
1. Building the initial knowledge base.
2. Building the annotated and ontological knowledge base.
3. Building the ontological final knowledge base.

Building the Web-Based Fuzzy Expert System is performed by using fuzzy reasoning. The entire architecture of the proposed tool is shown in figure 3.

**Fig 3: The entire architecture of the proposed tool**

### 3.1 Build the Initial Knowledge Base

That is the first component of the proposed tool, which is elucidated in the previous work [26]. This component aims at entering the facts and the rules; the knowledge, of the initial domain knowledge. This component architecture is shown in figure 4.

**Fig 4: The component of building the initial Knowledge Base**

This component is considered as the first task of any expert system development, which is the knowledge acquisition. Knowledge acquisition [33] is defined as the process of extracting knowledge from problem domain experts in order to define the required functionality of the knowledge-based expert system. Knowledge acquisition has been referred to as the “bottleneck in the process of building expert systems” [34]. The two key groups of stakeholders during knowledge acquisition are the knowledge engineer and the problem domain experts. The knowledge engineer acts as the conduit for extracting domain specific information from the problem domain experts. The process of knowledge acquisition [35] is difficult especially in case if the knowledge engineer is unfamiliar with the domain. The goal of knowledge acquisition process aims at obtaining the facts and rules from the domain expert.

Developing a knowledge base system has many stages, the following are the knowledge acquisition stages, which described by Buchanan [36]:

- Identification stage: in which a definition of the important characteristics of the problem domain is done, e.g. participants, characteristics, resource, and goals.
- Conceptualization stage: in which the structure protocols are identified (the primary concepts and relationships in the domain).
- Formalization stage: in which the knowledge is mapped into representation producing a design.
- Implementation stage: the formalization knowledge.
- Testing stage: in which the knowledge base is validated.

The proposed tool has a module which aims at building the initial Knowledge Base. Figure 5 shows the Web-based interface of the module which aims at building the initial Knowledge Base.

**Fig 5: Interface of building the initial Knowledge Base component**

In the proposed tool, the knowledge representation methodology uses XML format [5, 27, 30]. XML is used as ontology language, which aims at specifying a domain theories based on logical representation and XML can be used to provide integrity constraints for information sources [40, 41].

Two elements of knowledge, facts and rules, are represented using XML format. The facts structure of the knowledge is shown in figure 6. The acquired knowledge is for the diagnosis of the air pollution diseases. The facts are found as the main concept which is represented as the value of the attribute “Name” of the element “Parent”. The property of the main concept is always “Name”. The values of the property are represented as the value of the attribute “Name” of the element “child”. For the first node, it means as: Cardiology diseases=Name.Heart palpitations.

**Fig 6: Facts structure of the knowledge**
The rules structure of the knowledge: Diagnosis of air pollution diseases is shown in figure 7. The rule antecedent is represented as the “Tuple” element and its attribute “Val”. The rule consequent is represented as the value of the attribute “Disorder” of the element “Rule”.

Fig 7: Rules structure of the knowledge

3.2 Building the Semantic Knowledge Base

In this phase of the proposed tool, the semantic mapping method based on WordNet [37, 38, 39] is used to acquire the related concepts of the certain concept in the knowledge. WordNet [29] is ontology of cross-lexical references whose design was inspired by the current theories of human linguistic memory. English names, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized in sets of synonyms (synsets), representing the underlying lexical concepts. Sets of synonyms are connected by relations. The basic semantic relation between the words in WordNet is synonymy [19].

Synsets are linked by relations such as specific/generic or hypernym/hyponym (is-a), and meronym/holonym (part-whole). The principal semantic relations supported by WordNet is synonymy: the synset (synonym set), represents a set of words which are interchangeable in a specific context. Figure 8 shows the main components of this phase.

Fig 8: Building Semantic KB

This phase aims at inferring new rules by semantic mapping the values in the knowledge. A sample of the facts after this phase is shown in figure 9.

Fig 9: Sample of mapped values of facts

As shown in figure 9, the mapped concept of the value is added in the value node as “SemVal” attribute. New rules will be inferred after this phase. For example, the original rule which is found in the figure 10 means the rule: IF Cough and respiratory problems AND Shortness of breath AND Feeling of suffocation are found THEN the pollution is affected by increasing oxides of sulfur or hydrogen sulfide.

Fig 10: Sample of rule before semantic mapping of values

After performing semantic mapping of the values the rule becomes as shown in figure 11. The new rule which is found in the figure 11 means the rule: IF Cough and respiratory problems AND (Shortness of breath OR Dyspnea) AND Feeling of suffocation are found THEN the pollution is affected by “increasing oxides of sulfur or hydrogen sulfide”.

Fig 11: Sample of rule after semantic mapping of values

3.3 Building Final and Fuzzy Knowledge Base

Knowledge base of the proposed tool is developed with the help of the domain expert’s past experience. After multiple rounds of interviews with the air pollution diseases, the knowledge engineers extracted preliminary rules. The preliminary rules from each domain expert were verified by the other experts. Any confliction was resolved by the consensus. There are many techniques for knowledge representations [42] like predicate calculus, frame, object-oriented technique, production rules, etc. The present module uses fuzzy production rules [43] to build and represent the fuzzy knowledge.

The production rules are written in the format of <IF (antecedent) THEN (consequent)>). In the present fuzzy system condition and conclusion are fuzzy variables. For example of proposed domain; air pollution diseases, a fuzzy rule is: IF Blood pressure=High AND Cholesterol=High AND Cough and respiratory problems THEN the pollution is affected by “Smoking”.

This rule is diagnostic and they are selected by the inference engine of developed fuzzy expert system. Figure 12 shows the screen of inserting the range of the linguistic variables by the knowledge engineer.

Fig 12: Screen of inserting the Range of the linguistic variables

Now for example, Blood Pressure; in the proposed domain which is air pollution diseases, is considered as the input variables and it will be described with their membership functions.

Different values of blood pressure change the result easily. In this field, systolic blood pressure is used. This input variable has divided to 4 fuzzy sets. Fuzzy sets are “Low”, “Medium”, “High” and “Very high”. Membership functions of “Low” and “Very high” sets are trapezoidal and membership functions of “medium” and “high” sets are triangular. The defined fuzzy
membership expressions have been defined for blood pressure
input field (Eq.(1)). These fuzzy sets will be shown in Table
1. Membership functions of blood pressure field will be
shown in figure 13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT FIELD</th>
<th>RANGE</th>
<th>FUZZY SETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systolic Blood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>&lt;134</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>127-153</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>142-172</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;154</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 13: Membership functions of Systolic Blood Pressure

\[
\mu_{low}(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & x < 111 \\
\frac{X - 134}{23} & 1 \leq x < 134 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\mu_{medium}(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{x - 127}{12} & 127 \leq x < 139 \\
1 & x = 139 \\
\frac{153 - x}{14} & 139 \leq x < 153 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\mu_{high}(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{x - 142}{15} & 142 \leq x < 157 \\
1 & x = 157 \\
\frac{172 - x}{15} & 157 \leq x < 172 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\mu_{very high}(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{x - 154}{17} & 154 \leq x < 171 \\
1 & x \geq 171 
\end{cases}
\]

3.4 Fuzzy Inference Engine

Inference engine component is the heart of expert system.
This component gets the input from the user and selects
the rules from the rule base. The fuzzy inference engine
of the present system selects fuzzy rules and uses Mamdami
inference mechanism used in the present work is as
follows. Let fuzzy rule base has R production rules like

\[ y = B_k \text{ where } k = 1,2,3,\ldots,r. \]

\[ x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_n \text{ are causal factors and } y \text{ is decision } A_1^n, A_2^n, \ldots, A_n^n \text{ are fuzzy sets representing the } kth \text{ rule risk factor and } \]

\[ B(k) \text{ is the } kth \text{ rule fuzzy risk set. For each } k, \text{ Mamdami rule is } \]

\[ \mu_{B(k)}(y) = \min(\mu_{A_1^n}(x_1), \mu_{A_2^n}(x_2), \ldots, \mu_{A_n^n}(x_n)) \]

Where \( \mu_{A_k^n}(x_n) \) is the membership value of the risk factor of the

3.5 Web-based User Interface

The usefulness of the proposed tool is dependent upon the
ease with which users can access its information. A web-
based tool offers convenient access for many users, however,
it must be user friendly in order to gain acceptance [5]. Most
producers do not have time to search through vast amounts of
information in order to find relevant warnings.

The web interface of the proposed tool was built with this
constraint in mind. It was designed to offer a quick graphical
warning scheme that is easily accessible yet offers additional
detailed information if the user is interested. Figure 14 shows
the main screen of the web-based user interface of the
proposed tool.

3.6 The Results of the Proposed Tool

Tests of the system were carried out by the developers to
make sure the tool would work correctly, another validation
and evaluation for the tool will be carried out through the
using through the web and the feedbacks from the users will
be considered for any comments and modifications.

Developing of the proposed tool was performed by using
2010 using C# programming language. The proposed tool
handles the knowledge in format of XML to get the result
from the XML file (Knowledge base) that stores the
knowledge rules. Figure 15 shows a case study of the
proposed tool during performing the diagnosis domain of air
pollution diseases.
**4. CONCLUSIONS**

The proposed tool will facilitate the simple and fast creation and exploitation of web-based fuzzy expert systems which are accessible via web browsers as well as mobile devices. Additionally, the tool makes it possible to analyze information collected in different sessions. This tool can provide the semantic data to the facts in the knowledge and represent the knowledge in the ontological format.

The proposed tool enables the knowledge engineer to insert and update the knowledge simply and in short time. To ensure the knowledge acquired and inferred, it must be verified and validated using domain expert. The finalized knowledge base can now be the main component for the developed web-based expert system. The tool creates the fuzzy inference engine and web-based user interface. These components are considered to develop the web-based expert system. A fuzzy expert system uses pre-defined fuzzy rules to imitate the verbal expression and the think process of human beings to solve the decision-making problems. It has been applied widely in many fields with successful applications.
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